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lntroduction to Simplex

The concept of optimization refers to solving complex decision problems, involving the selec-

tion of values for a number of interrelated variables. The goal of an optimization problem is to

maximize (or minimize) an objective function that quantifies the quality of the decision, sub-

ject to a set of constraints that limits the selection of decision variable values. A special case

of optimization problems are Linear Programs (LPs) [1]. The term LP refers to optimizing a

linear objective function under constraints that are expressed as a set of linear equalities or

inequalities.

LP are utilized in the context of feed mills to determine feed compounds that satisfy various

restrictions, which domain experts specify to optimize the efficiency and health of the livestock.

lnformation about nutrient content of feeds is provided by the Swiss Feed Databasel. Exam-

ple data is shown below; the containment of each nutrient in a feed is given by attribute g

(g/Kg) of f act-table. Various nutrient constraints indicate the minimum and maximum con-

tainment (glKg) of a nutrient in a feed compound. A farmer selects a subset of these domain

expert recommendations that must be satisfied. For example, a farmer may select all gene-

ral nutrient constraints ('general-LYS', 'general-DEP') and one of the protein constraints (e.9.,

'low-protein'), and ask for a diet with the minimum cost. Alternatively it is possible to also set a

constraint for the cost and ask for a nutrient, such as energy (DEP), to be maximized.

t http: //feedbase. ch
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Relational database systems do not support optimization problems and the usual solution is
to extract relevant data, call an external solver, and import the solution back into the RDBMS.
This is a time consuming and error prone process. The goal of this project is to study the
integration of linear optimization solutions in an RDBMS like postgreseL.

A LP is defined as follows:

Minimize/Maximize:

Subject to:
(1)

Where,

¡ u añd c go through all ids of variables (feeds) and constraints respectively.

. tru represents the proportion of each feed that comprises the result diet compound.

Simplex

An instance of a LP can be the following where we ask for a diet with maximum energy that sa-
tisfies a maximum constraint for the crude protein (CP) containment and a maximum constraint
for the diet cost.

Maximize

Subject to

where

z: l2rBor¿"y I Ir¡7on I l0rgoo
3.r BarL"u I rHau I 2æ5o, 1 2

Lr Børt"a * 3t: øos I Lr go, 1 4
fr Barleg t 1,: ¡7or t x g oo ) 0

(2)

Relational lmplementation

A possible representation of the LP above in the context of relational databases is the following
Simplex table:
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Constraint id Barley Hay soy Constraint expression

CP 3 1 2 '< 2'

pilce 1 3 '1 '< 4'

DEP 12 't 10 maxrmtze

ln order to decouple the bound of a constraint from its direction (whether it is an upper or a

lower bound), we create internally one more column for every constraint. This column repres-

ents a surplus value so that inequality is transformed into equality.

Regarding optimization (minimize/maximize) conslraints we make the following assumptions:

1. A LP has only one optimization constraint. This constraint is always stored in a tuple of

the Simplex table with Constraint ia'optimize'.

2. The bound of an optimization constraint is 0.

3. Only minimization constraints are used. ln case of a maximization constraint the corre-

sponding values are multiplied by -1so thatthe constraint is transformed into a minimi-

zation constraint.

Constraint id Barley Hay Soy S1 S2 RHS

CP 3 1 2 1 0 2

price 1 3 'l 0 1 4

optimize -12 1 -10 0 0 0

The first row of the table above is read as follows: "Crude Protein (CP) can be found in Barley (3

g/Kg), Hay (1 g/Kg), Soy (2 g/Kg) and a surplus placeholder (1 g/Kg). The goal is to determine

proportions of Barley, Hay, and Soy that along with a surplus result in 2 glKg of CP". The

second row is read in a similar way. The last row is about the maximization constraint and is

read as follows "Energy (DEP) can be found in Barley (12 MJ/Kg), Hay (1 MJ/Kg), Soy (10

MJIKg). The goal is to determine proportions of Barley, Hay, and Soy that maximize the energy

content".

This Simplex table encapsulates an initial solution as follows. The coefficienls of the surplus

columns formulate an identity matrix. So, a trivial solution is determined by setting these sur-

plus columns equal to RHS and setting the remaining columns equal to 0. This solution is an

empty diet that is represented by the following table.

Barley Hay soy S1 S2 DEP

0 U 0 2 4 0

The idea of Simplex is that in each iteration it determines a zero variable to increase and

a positive variable to set to zero. The Simplex table is transformed so that it represents an

equivalent LP. After the transformation the identity matrix corresponds to the new solution. ln

more detail, Simplex is applied on the table to improve the initial solution as follows:

Loop

1. Determinepivotcolumn(pc).Findthecolumnwiththeminimumnegativevalueinthelast
row (objective function). By increasing the value of this column we decrease the value of

the objective function. We call this column pivot co1-umn. Exit if new pivot column cannot
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be determined, then the optimal solution has been found.

2. Determine pivot row (pr). Compute the ratio between the RHS column and the pivot

column for each constraint. The result is the maximum value by which the pivot column

can be increased without breaking a constraint. The minimum ratio corresponds to the

pivot row, and is the maximum value that the pivot column can be increased without
breaking a constraint. Exit if all ratios are non positive; in this case the linear program is
unbounded and no optimal solution exists.

3. Update the pivot row (U). Divide the pivot row with the value of the pivot cell.

4. Update the remainíng rows (U). Subtract the pivot row multiplied by the value of the pivot

column.

Simplex is applied iteratively to the intermediate tables until the optimal solution is found or

unboundness is proved. After applying one iteration of Simplex to our example the intermediate

table is:

Gonstraint id Barley Hay soy S1 S2 bound

CP 1 113 213 113 U 213

price 0 8/s 113 -113 1 1013

DEP 0 3 -2 4 0 8

The solution that is encapsulated in this table is the following

Barley Hay soy S1 S2 DEP

2/3 0 n 0 10/3 I

For the table above the pivot column is Soy and the pivot row is CP. After applying the update

steps we get the following matrix:

Constraint id Barley Hay soy S1 S2 bound

CP 312 112 1 1/2 0 1

price -1 12 5/2 0 -112 1 3

DEP 3 4 5 0 10

All values of the last row are non positive. So, the optimal solution has been found:

Barley Hay soy S1 S2 DEP

0 0 U 1 10

Simplex in SQL

Assume that the Simplex table is stored in the vertical schema R(row varchar, co1 varchar,
va1 float).
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row col val

CP Barley 3

CP Hay 1

CP soy 2

CP s1 1

CP ti2 U

CP RHS 2

pnce Barley 1

price Hay 3

price soy 1

pflce -c1 0

price s2 1

price RHS 4

DEP Barley 12

DEP Hay 1

DEP soy 10

DEP Sl 0

DEP S2 0

DEP RHS 0

Every step of Simplex can be expressed as a SQL query. Hereafter a query tree is given for

each step of the example.
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1. Determine pivot column (pc)

T a1- . col
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I
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4. Update the remaining rows

LI ql. ual-oI.raL -a2.valxaS.uaL

I

lxXa1.rru:øB.rao

-.t 
-----\

XaI.rouføZ.rou AaLcol:a2.col VJqS'col:pc'col

./
X.ro*-pr.row Aa8 Aa9

Aa7

Combining these queries into an iterative process (to fully implement Simplex) is not possible

in SQL. Ïhe goal of this project is to develop a SQL operator that implements algorithm Sim-
plex following three different approached and study advantages and disadvantages of these
approaches.This operator must be called as in the following statement

SELECT*FROMASIMPLEX;

The first approach is to use PUpgSQL in order to combine the queries presented below in a for
loop. The second approach is to implement these query trees internally ín PostgreSQl kernel.
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ln the analysis stage the operator must be extended to the following tree

where every node represents one of the query trees presented above. The loop node is a

special node that executes Ut and t/2 iteratively until no tuple is changed. Finally, the third

approach is to implement Simplex as an execution node of PostgreSQl kernel in C.

Ut,Uz
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Tasks

1. Study and understand linear optimization problem and the Simplex algorithm [1, 2].

2. Study related work [3].

3. lmplement Simplex using PUpgSQL (first approach).

4. Develop a pran node that implements Simplex algorithm as the extended query tree

described above (second approach).

5. lmplement Simplex as an execution node of PostgreSQl (third approach).

6. Compare the three approaches and determine advantages and disadvantages of each.

7. Describe your work in a report.
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